
Compex and Authentic4D Streamline Record 
Procurement & Expert Evaluation of Films

Authentic4D (A4D), the leading medical imaging review provider, and Compex Legal 
Services, the nation’s largest and most technologically advanced records retrieval company, 
integrate to streamline the digital exchange and assessment of medical images. 

The partnership streamlines ordering medical records and reviewing injury claims into a single step, saving carriers 
and employers months of time, enabling faster decision making, reducing claim cycle time, and reducing costs.

Compex clients can easily order expert radiologist reviews alongside placing orders for records.

1. Procure records and add A4D to your order 

Order easily and electronically through Compex’s secure order form, 
built into Duck Creek. Easily add an expert opinion from the same 
order form, with pre-populated information from the claim file.

For more information, contact Lauren Brown, Compex’s Director of Marketing & Strategic Partnerships. 

(312) 623-8157   ·   lauren.brown@compexlegal.com  ·   compexlegal.com

2. Compex issues authorizations or subpoenas to acquire records 

Compex follows up to secure records, reports on status in real-time, 
and makes documents and tools available via Duck Creek.

3. Films and records are sent to A4D within 48 hours automatically 

Within 48 hours of receiving records, Compex pushes them electronically 
to A4D. Films are reviewed by sub-specialized board certified radiologists 
to determine if an alleged injury was traumatically induced or attributable 
to a pre-existing, chronic, or degenerative condition.

4. A4D delivers image reviews verbally, via writing, or video 

The result is a compelling, objective, 100% admissible deliverable that 
separates fact from fiction.

Authentic4D Imaging compares a claimant’s 
image(s) side-by-side with the same anatomy 

in a healthy and injured state. The result is a 
compelling, objective, 100% admissible video 

that separates fact from fiction.

BENEFITS 

Reduced cycle time  ·  Accelerated decision making  ·  Reduced costs  ·  Seamless integration  ·  100% virtual
Compex is the only national record retrieval company to provide a fully digital and embedded end-to-end process with A4D.


